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the beasy crack growth code offers a modular approach to crack growth modelling. this means that crack growth models can be written in a generic way that can be directly linked to the elements in the code. this means that a crack growth model can be used with any element in the model, regardless of its material properties or the element type. the beasy
crack growth code is written in fortran 90. this means that it can be run on any platform with a fortran 90 compiler, and is fully compatible with abaqus fea codes. in addition, the code is designed to be portable, making it an ideal open source option for developing fracture mechanics models on any platform. other crack growth codes have been developed to
solve various problems. however, these codes use their own mesh formulation, and they are often tied to a particular fe software package. this means that these codes cannot be easily ported to any platform, and they cannot be run with any fe software. this is not the case with the beasy crack growth code. beasy's crack simulation software is based on
advanced fracture mechanics principles and represents a radically improved approach to computational fracture analysis. beasy's fracture simulation methodology provides more accurate solutions for those needing to make critical life extension decisions or to determine if an asset can continue to operate safely under existing service loading conditions. beasy
provides a robust crack propagation algorithm and a much more efficient and accurate fracture simulator than traditional techniques. beasy crack simulation software is based on advanced fracture mechanics principles and represents a radically improved approach to computational fracture analysis. beasy's fracture simulation methodology provides more
accurate solutions for those needing to make critical life extension decisions or to determine if an asset can continue to operate safely under existing service loading conditions.
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this software is a portable modeling and simulation software for producing an object using a combination of software tools. the software is used for the simulation of cracks and other mechanical loads. the crack simulation software is useful for analyzing the mechanical behavior of real 3d objects and their structures. the simulation process can be used in a
variety of situations and has been widely used in the analysis of engineering structures. from my perspective, the main use of sif is to obtain crack tip opening angles and to estimate the crack tip displacements. sif is the most useful tool to predict the growth of a crack in a brittle material and to find the critical stress intensity factor which can be used to derive
a mean stress intensity factor and a critical plane stress intensity factor. consequently, a crack displacement is calculated as the integral of the sif along the crack front. we have now used two tools to calculate the sif and make crack tip opening angles. it is easy to imagine that it will be more useful if we can do both calculations in the same program. beasy
simfem is a user-friendly, cloud-based simulation software used to create an easily understood visual simulation of the crack growth behavior of your advanced technology products. using beasy's innovative simulation technology, engineers can now quantify and predict the fracture mechanics behavior of advanced products before they are built or assembled.
the beasy abaqus software interface provides an integrated approach between beasy and abaqus for stress, fracture and crack growth simulation. it provides the tools to leverage existing fem models and results to fast track the development of beasy fracture and crack growth models. the beasy results can then be visualised within the abaqus cae
environment.it also provides the technology to derive from non-linear and transient abaqus models residual stress fields for use in beasy fracture or crack growth simulation models. 5ec8ef588b
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